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Spot the error
 Read the text below. Some lines are correct, but in some lines, there is a mistake. Correct the mistake 
next to the line. Put a next to the lines that are correct. 

2.
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His passion is climate change

Quiz
 Read the text in on page 34 in TOPIC and answer the questions below. Write your answer in no more 
than four words. 

Example: How old is Leonardo DiCaprio?    46   
a.  Who acts with DiCaprio in his new film?                                                                

    b. In the film, what is coming towards Earth?
    c. What kind of comedy is the film, according to DiCaprio?
    d. When did DiCaprio start an organization?
    e. What is the topic of DiCaprio’s documentaries?
    f. How much money has DiCaprio given away in 2018?
    g. Which political party does DiCaprio like?
    h. Which character did DiCaprio play in “Once upon a time in Hollywood“?

1.

Fridays for Future: Why do we strike?  

We are striking because we are frightened.
Global warming is the most dangerous treat we are facing today. 
We have already seen some of the effects of clima change: 
   • Wildfires are burning down our homes. 
   • See levels and temperatures are rising. 
   • The Arctic ice is melts.
And this is only the start. Extreme weater events will hit us 
more often. We know that there is few time left.
However, our governments do not protection the environment. 
And that’s why we’re out in the streets – and tell them to act!! 
Fridays For Future is an international movment of school students 
who skip classes on Fridays to take part in demonstrations. 
We are back in the streets on the 2th of February. 
Our fight is a fight for the present and the future. Join us!
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Listening exercises

Step 1
You are going to listen to a poem by 
GiGi Buddie. Before you listen, read the 
text of the poem below. What do you 
think the poem is about? 

Step 2
Listen to the poem on YouTube. Some words are missing from the text. Choose the correct word  
from the box and fill in the gaps. 

I scour the streets 
wondering where the wild things went.

Like the breeze that wraps itself around the (a)                        of trees  
and takes my secrets far away.

Like the snow that softly melts from the tops of mountains 
and flows into (b)                        that burst with life.

Like stars that dance in darkness in the quiet untouched land. 
The beams of stories of creation and my imagination 
runs free with the (c)                        things.

I don’t remember when they started to disappear.

Only that I cried when the Big Dipper was no longer (d)                        in the sky  
because of smoke that poured from forests crying for help.

If the land is hurt, parts of me (e)                        and fold  
under the pressure of losing roots that were meant to last.

Knowledge exists in my (f)                        ,  
placed there by generations of healing hands  
that cared for the undying lands.

But just like a ship is dubbed unsinkable,  
these lands are withering.

The (g)                        of a new built world  
drowns out the voices screaming from our bones.

But we are not (h)                        . We are legends strong, and warrior hearts  
that beat in rhythm with each other and the pulse of this (i)                        .

If you listen to the (j)                        , you’ll hear us.

And if you just open your eyes.

Step 3
1. Discuss with a partner: 
I think this poem sounds ...                                                                       because ...

2. Underline all the words in the text that have to do with nature. 
3. Do you think that art (poetry, literature, music, films) can help fight the climate crisis?

A poem on the 
climate crisis

About the author
GiGi Buddie is an American Indian artist. She studies theatre per-
formance and environmental analysis. GiGi was a delegate for the 
Human Impacts Institute at COP26. There, she curated an exhibition 
that amplified the voices and stories of Indigenous women and youth 
from the Global South. Through her songs, poetry, and performing arts 
pieces, GiGi wants to highlight Indigenous and climate resilience.

Words and phrases
scour = herumstreifen
breeze = Brise, leichter Wind
beam = Strahl 
Big Dipper = der große Wagen 
(Sternzeichen)
roots = Wurzeln
heal = heilen 
dub = nennen, bezeichnen
wither = verwelken, verdorren
drown out = übertönen

clear – sound – wild – rivers – Earth – leaves – world  – bones  – alone – break

sad romantic
angry hopeful

scary

cheerful

happy

calm
positive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ehhp6JwrIhs

